
Association Management 
System (AMS) Website 
Integration Cheat Sheet

Screen Scrape.  Think of this as a sandwich.  Your site’s header is one piece of bread, the 
footer the other.  The AMS generated pages are everything in-between (hold the mayo).  
Cool: fits to height of content.  Drool: navigation can become outdated.

IFRAME.  It’s an HTML tag that allows one to load another website in a pre-defined width 
and height window within any page.  Cool: better change control over user interface, 
navigation.  Drool: fixed height makes for awkward spacing sometimes. 

Examples

Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA)
Avectra’s netFORUM
Screen Scrape Integration

 Separate log-in page.
 Log-in page maintained in CMS but takes you to ams.aza.org that is powered by 

netFORUM.  Log-out page also maintained in CMS.

The American Society for Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics (ASPET)
Euclid’s ClearVantage
Screen Scrape Integration

 Separate log-in page.
 Log-in page maintained in CMS.  Logging-in verifies user in ClearVantage, then 

returns user to the home page in a logged-in state.

Construction Owners Association of America (COAA)
ISSI’s IMPak
Screen Scrape Integration

 Log-in fields in header.
 Logging-in verifies user in AMS then returns user to the home page in a logged-in 

state.

International Foodservice Distributors Association (IFDA)
ASI’s iMIS
IFRAME Integration

 Separate log-in page.  Notice the open space under the Demographics tab.
 Not much iMIS functionality for IFDA makes this IFRAME less intrusive. 

Notes

 If your site is mobile friendly (even responsive) it’s likely that your AMS-generated 
pages aren’t.

 A separate login page is less time consuming during development to implement but not 
quite as elegant:

o Redirect (less time) to logged-in page versus dynamically updating page with 
logged-in information (more time).

o IFRAMES complicate matters – can be logged out of IFRAME but not template.
 Use a central logout page.  Set redirect logout links to parent site.
 Site redesign: set aside time for your AMS partner to collaborate with your website 

partner.  More customization = more partner collaboration time.
 AMS pages generally don’t look as sharp as your site’s other pages.  Recreating AMS 

pages, however, leads to AMS upgrade issues (and it can get expensive).


